
DPD Russia Transforms Contact Center 
with Genesys 

SUCCESS STORY

Genesys helps leading Russian express parcel and freight delivery service fine-tune customer 
service and cut costs. 

Achieving Unbeatable Customer Service Levels
DPD Russia is the country’s acknowledged market leader in fast package delivery and freight 
shipment. The company sees outstanding customer service as the cornerstone of brand loyalty. 
It needed greater flexibility and transparency to meet its business priorities.

Spread across three locations, the DPD Russia contact center processes an average of 7,000 
incoming calls, 1,500 outgoing calls, and up to 10,000 text messages each day. Most 
customers go through its contact center, where agents offer advice, take orders, and sell 
services while proactively monitoring and updating information on freight movements. 

This means contact center agents become the public face of DPD Russia. Nataliya Tishkova, the 
company’s director of customer service, says: “We need the best call distribution and flexible 
monitoring tools, including online, so it was essential to modernize our system. Our experience 
with Genesys solutions undoubtedly influenced our choice for this project.”

AT A GLANCE

DPD Russia

Industry: Logistics

Location: Russia

Company size: 1700+ 
employees 



“Delivery numbers are constantly rising, and without Genesys, we 
would have had to hire ten new employees.” 
Nataliya Tishkova 
Director of Customer Service  
DPD Russia
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Staying Ahead Through Market Innovation
As a leading player in parcels and freight delivery, DPD Russia pays especially close attention to 
the role of innovation in enhancing customer service. Tishkova explains: “Ninety percent of our 
incoming customer calls have to be processed within ten seconds, and hardly any of our 
competitors can match our speed in handling customer needs.”

DPD Russia chose Genesys Proactive Customer Communications for its information support 
capabilities. The technology enables on-schedule issue of up-to-date shipping status reports, 
collection times, and customer address checks using both voice and text messaging channels 

— thus providing a significant boost to resource productivity. 

Integration of the contact center platform with its CRM system for greater ease and accessibility 
was another critical step forward on the path of innovation. “Genesys and our technology 
partner, Altuera, are always willing to support our new ideas and projects,” says Tishkova. 

“They provide us with flawless, expert solutions.”

Making Efficient and Effective Use of Business Budgets
The use of Genesys solutions is allowing the company to keep the number of contact center 
agents at its previous level, against a background of 10 to 15 percent per month business 
growth. That means productivity is in effect increasing continually at the same rate.

For example, a contact center employee could manage about 130 outbound calls per shift 
before the Genesys automated call distributor was implemented. Since the deployment of 
Genesys automated outbound calling system, productivity has rocketed by 60 percent, reaching 
up to 210 calls per shift. “Delivery numbers are constantly rising, and without Genesys, we 
would have had to hire ten new employees,” Tishkova notes.

Virtualization, using SIP-based Genesys Contact Center Modernization, also enables the three 
DPD Russia contact center locations to act as one. This, too, has contributed to cost efficiency. 
Linking three locations in different time zones gives the company complete flexibility in 
spreading the workload across its contact centers and allowing for time zone variations within 
the company’s 24-hour service model. 

Being able to contact customers in a prompt and timely manner to confirm delivery times and 
addresses also saves money, since it raises the chance that recipients will be there to take 
delivery, while smoothly coordinated outgoing calls and texts cut the cost of incoming calls to 
federal free numbers. And as soon as the Genesys platform was installed, the cost for 
processing a package in the Contact Center dropped by 30 to 35 percent.

CHALLENGES
• Improve quality of customer 

service and increase 
operational flexibility 

• Save on staff costs as 
business experiences 
sustained growth

SOLUTIONS
• Genesys Customer 

Experience Platform

• Genesys Proactive 
Customer 
Communications

• Genesys Contact Center 
Modernization 

• Genesys Continuous 
Workforce Optimization

• Genesys Integration
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Improving Customer Experience and Increasing Satisfaction 
Getting systematic customer feedback is vital for fine-tuning performance. With Genesys 
software, DPS Russia receives more customer assessments of employee performance, more 
quickly, so it can provide a rapid response to any concerns raised. DPD Russia reviews any 
negative feedback within hours, with calls to customers to clarify and resolve problems. 
Customer feedback is now a mandatory part of employee training to ensure constant 
improvement of staff skills.

Tishkova says: “We only understood how important it is to have rapid customer feedback 
when the Genesys automated customer feedback system was put in place. Our faster, more 
agile response times have helped us decrease the number of lost customers. We are ready to 
resolve any difficulties quickly and without fuss; what matters to us most is being attentive to 
and respectful of our customers’ interests.”

Customer satisfaction scores have risen significantly. The average rating for politeness is 4.9 out 
of 5, and speed of access is rated 4.8. What’s more, 80 percent of issues raised by customers 
are resolved at first call. Using the Genesys platform to let customers know approximate 
waiting times has seen the number of dropped calls almost halve to 1.5 percent — a clear 
benchmark of service improvement success

For Further Information
To learn more about the systems featured in this case study go to www.genesys.com

“We only understood how important it is to have rapid customer 
feedback when the Genesys automated customer feedback system 
was put in place. Our faster, more agile response times have helped 
us decrease the number of lost customers.”
Nataliya Tishkova 
Director of Customer Service  
DPD Russia

RESULTS
• Customer satisfaction hits 

4.9 out of 5 for politeness 
and 4.8 for access 
speeds

• Dropped calls are cut  
by half

• Workforce productivity  
is up 15 percent

• Cost per shipment slashed 
by 35 percent

About Genesys
Genesys, the world’s #1 Customer Experience Platform, empowers companies to create exceptional omnichannel experiences, 
journeys and relationships. For over 25 years, we have put the customer at the center of all we do, and we passionately believe 
that great customer engagement drives great business outcomes. Genesys is trusted by over 4,700 customers in 120 countries, 
to orchestrate over 24 billion contact center interactions per year in the cloud and on premises.
 
Visit us at www.genesys.com or call us at +1.888.436.3797 


